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Abstract. Predator-prey interactions are commonly modeled using the Lotka-Volterra ordinary differential1

equations, producing intertwined predator and prey population oscillations. Scientists have at-2

tempted to reproduce these oscillations, such as Carl Huffaker and his 1958 experiment with mites3

and oranges. However, Huffaker was only able to produce sustained oscillations after adjusting his4

system’s spatial factors. Particularly, increased space per orange and increased mite dispersal have5

a significant impact on achieving predator-prey oscillations. To address and confirm this result, we6

developed a cellular automaton model of Huffaker’s mite experiment. We simplified his system to7

fit automata criteria, created rules to govern mite dynamics, tested model parameters relating to8

mite lifetime and fertility, and increased patches per orange and mite dispersal by wooden posts to9

determine the conditions for successful oscillations. The results of our simulations show that increas-10

ing prey dispersal and the number of patches available per orange is sufficient for producing lasting11

oscillations in our model. Secondarily, we concluded that a certain disparity between reproduction12

and lifetime parameters for the predators and prey is sufficient for oscillations as well. In conclu-13

sion, spatial complexity must be considered when attempting to achieve predator-prey oscillations14

experimentally.15

1. Introduction. The theory of predator-prey dynamics began in the 1800s; before then,16

the changes of plant and animal populations were long known, but quantitative methods17

were rarely applied to study them [13]. With the move towards quantification in the 1800s,18

scientists began to recognize regular population changes with periods other than one year. At19

the same time, the Hudson Bay company was carefully tracking the number of lynx and hare20

pelts collected by North American fur traders. Their numbers eventually revealed dramatic21

periodic oscillations in populations that could not be explained by the seasonality alone and22

cemented the lynx and hare interactions as a classic predator-prey example [5].23

However, it was not until 1920 that Alfred Lotka proposed a system of two autonomous24

ordinary differential equations which model the dynamics of two spatially homogeneous in-25

teracting populations - predators and prey - and predict phase-shifted oscillations between26

them. Lotka developed this system of equations on purely theoretical grounds but was at27

least partly inspired by Herbert Spencer and the related work on infectious diseases [10].28

Shortly after, observations of fish numbers in the Adriatic Sea led Vito Volterra to propose29

the same equations [14]. Since the development of the Lotka-Volterra equations, there have30

been many attempts to test their predictions. In 1934, Georgy Gause published The Struggle31

for Existence, a book detailing his experiments to understand the predator-prey interactions32

between various species of protozoa. He found that Lotka-Volterra oscillations occur only33
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under specialized conditions and concluded that some populations do not even allow these34

oscillations due to biological adaptations [6].35

Gause’s results spurred even more experimentation on predator-prey interactions, includ-36

ing ecologist Carl Huffaker’s experiment with fruit mites in the 1950’s. In an attempt to37

observe predator-prey interactions aligning with the Lotka-Volterra model, Huffaker experi-38

mented with oranges, a prey species of mite feeding on the oranges, and a predator mite to eat39

the prey. In 1958, he published a case where three oscillations occurred in both populations,40

previously unseen in predator-prey laboratory investigations [8].41

However, Huffaker was only able to achieve oscillations by introducing very specific spatial42

adjustments that are not considered in the Lotka-Volterra system. By expanding available43

space on each orange and facilitating prey mite dispersal, Huffaker provided sufficient condi-44

tions for the oscillations seen in Figure 1b. According to Huffaker, “by utilizing the large and45

more complex environment so as to make less likely the predators’ contact with the prey at all46

positions at once, ... it was possible to produce three waves or oscillations in density of preda-47

tors and prey. That these waves represent a direct and reciprocal predator-prey dependence48

is obvious” [8]. The increased complexity of this particular habitat raises the probability that49

the prey will survive the exploitation by the predator, which is essential to the continued50

survival of the predator [8]. Thus, spatial heterogeneities must be carefully chosen in order to51

result in continued prey survival and predator-prey oscillations, which do not occur as easily52

as the Lotka-Volterra model suggested. 1
53

Huffaker’s population oscillations pose an interesting modeling question: what conditions54

result in predator-prey oscillations versus the extinction of one or both populations? The goal55

of this study was to build a spatially explicit model based on Huffaker’s successful universe56

in Figure 1b, reproduce Huffaker’s results, and provide theoretical support for the sufficiency57

of a carefully adjusted spatial arrangement in creating predator-prey oscillations.58

To account for the important consequences of spatial adjustments in Huffaker’s mite ex-59

periment that are missing from the Lotka-Volterra model, we chose a cellular automaton as60

our model. A cellular automaton is a “collection of ‘colored’ cells on a grid of specified shape61

that evolves through a number of discrete time steps according to a set of rules,” applied62

iteratively, “based on the states of neighboring cells” [15]. Cellular automata usefully rep-63

resent a dynamical system’s “complex emergent behavior,” originating from simple cells and64

basic rules for their motion [15]. A widely applicable group of models, cellular automata have65

been used for pattern formation in computation and information processing, cognition studies,66

physics, geographical systems, epidemiology, and biology [2].67

In particular, we are motivated by Wa-Tor, a cellular automaton for a fictional predator-68

prey ecosystem on a toroidal, water-covered planet inhabited by fish and sharks [4]. The69

algorithm specifies several rules for motion and reproduction of fish and sharks based on the70

current state of each “patch” in the automaton [11]. Wa-Tor produces oscillations in both the71

fish and shark populations, leading us to modify it in hopes of generating similar oscillations72

1Today, we recognize that the Lotka-Volterra model is structurally unstable, and that small perturbations to
the governing equations can change the asymptotic dynamics between damped oscillations, growing oscillations 
leading to extinction, or limit-cycle dynamics, each potentially depending on the initial conditions of the system 
[9].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Arrangement of Huffaker’s Universe Producing Oscillations 120 oranges, each with 1/20
orange-area exposed, occupying all positions in a 3-tray universe with partial-barriers of petroleum jelly
and wooden posts supplied - a 6-orange feeding area on a 120-orange dispersion with a complex maze
of impediments. Trays are broadly joined by use of paper bridges [8]. (b) Huffaker’s Mite Populations’
Oscillation Result This graph demonstrates the oscillations in the predator and prey mite populations
on which we base our cellular automaton [8].

in the context of Huffaker’s experiment.73

In the following simulation experiment, we developed and investigated a cellular autom-74

aton of Huffaker’s mite experiments. Guided by Huffaker’s assumptions, procedures, and75

results, we created rules that describe the predator-prey interactions within his experiments76

in order to regenerate the population oscillations and extinctions. We then chose model-77

ing assumptions that qualitatively recapitulate Huffaker’s experiment. Via simulation of our78

cellular automaton, we investigated the oscillations’ sensitivity to the model’s main spatial79

parameters in order to establish parameter spaces where either extinction or oscillations can80

be guaranteed. We also showed the importance of the disparity between the predator and prey81

species’ lifetime and reproductive parameters during the course of these investigations. Most82

importantly, the results of our experiments parallel Huffaker’s conclusion that the carefully83

chosen spatial parameters are key factors in the existence of population oscillations.84

2. Methods.85
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2.1. Huffaker’s Universes. Huffaker’s experimental procedure consisted of creating dif-86

ferent “universes” (i.e., experiments) by arranging varying numbers of oranges and rubber87

balls that were connected by wires, had varied areas of surface exposed, and were replaced88

once the prey mites had exhausted all the nutrients. The outer rim of each 40-orange tray89

was coated in petroleum jelly to prevent the mites’ movement outside the universe. With each90

unique universe, Huffaker made changes in system size and mite dispersal methods that he91

believed would progress toward continued population oscillations. Huffaker finally achieved92

three population oscillations after eight experiments; the successful universe consisted of 12093

oranges, each with 1/20 of its area exposed, in three trays (see Figure 1a, which is Figure 594

from Huffaker’s publication). For this universe, Huffaker increased the exposed area of the95

oranges from previous universes because “the need for an increase in... complexity had become96

obvious” [8]. Petroleum jelly partial-barriers were used to deter predator mite movement be-97

tween oranges, and six wooden posts per tray were added to the successful universe. The prey98

mite species has the special ability to disperse over the petroleum jelly barriers using silken99

strands and air currents circulated by a fan in the room, so the wooden posts gave the prey100

the “equally important superior dispersal power” needed to combat the “superior dispersal101

power of the predator within local areas” [8]. A diagrammatic representation of Huffaker’s102

successful universe design (henceforth, Grid Design 1) is show in Figure 2a.103

2.2. Our Model. We developed our cellular automaton of Huffaker’s successful universe to104

investigate the impact of spatial complexity on predator-prey dynamics. Generally, population105

simulation models over a discrete explicit space must choose whether or not to enforce an106

exclusion principle. If the model is non-exclusive, any number of individuals can occupy the107

same patch. Conversely, in an exclusive model, each patch is either empty or occupied by108

a single individual; while a cell is occupied, all other individuals are excluded from moving109

into that patch. Since exclusive models are the traditional choice for cellular automata, we110

decided to use this principle for our own model.111

Constructing an exclusive cellular automaton for Grid Design 1 necessitated creating rules112

to explain not just spatial movement but also the predator-prey interactions on each orange.113

To recapitulate the three neighboring trays, we constructed a 12× 10 board (Grid Design 2),114

where we divided the top of each orange into 4 square patches (see Figure 2b). Thus, the full115

arrangement of patches was 24 × 20. The patches on each orange are important for aligning116

the experiment with the standard cellular automaton format, which allows our model to be117

spatially explicit on each orange. The first spatial complexity we incorporated was increasing118

space by adding more patches per orange that the mites can occupy, which then increases the119

area that is used to avoid predators.120

To continue translating Huffaker’s experiment to a cellular automaton, the petroleum jelly121

borders were encoded as reflecting boundary conditions around the trays. We neglected the122

petroleum jelly partial-barriers and the space between oranges, so moving between oranges123

and trays was just as easy as moving between neighboring patches. We based our initial124

conditions on Huffaker’s but introduced 120 prey (1 per orange) and 27 predators placed125

randomly throughout the grid at the same time instead of using the 5-day time delay of126

Huffaker.127

The next step in defining our model was to determine the rules for both the predator128
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) Grid Design 1. This design was used to pictorially understand Huffaker’s experiment, 
allowing the formulation of the automata rules. Each grid square represents one orange with multiple 
prey and predators on it. The thicker black lines are the divisions between trays with reflecting 
boundaries, and the black dots model the wooden posts, placed evenly throughout the universe. The 
fan represents the air currents present in the experiment to allow the prey mites to disperse using the 
wooden posts. Huffaker’s s uccessful universe a lso u tilized p etroleum j elly p artial-barriers, which are 
not depicted here. (b) Grid Design 2. This grid incorporates the simplifications and assumptions listed 
above, with 4 patches per orange (24x20). It represents the control case of our model. (c) Grid Design 
3 and 4. Grid Design 3 encapsulates the expansion from 4 patches per orange to 9 (each orange is 
a 3x3 grid now, 36x30 total grid). Grid Design 4 adds the black wooden posts. (d) Mite Movement. 
Using Von Neumann neighborhoods, mites are only able to move to a patch north, south, east, or west 
of their current position.
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and prey populations that govern the cellular automaton’s dynamics, which required some129

simplifications from Figure 2a. First, we defined discrete units of time called as timesteps. In130

one timestep, mites can move one patch, fertility can increase one point, and a predator can131

eat one prey (see the rules below). Next, in the updated model, we assumed the prey mites132

always have a food source at their location since oranges were replaced when depleted by the133

prey [8]. Therefore, we did not model the state of each orange.134

Motivated by the Wa-Tor fish and shark dynamics model [4], we defined the following135

movement, life, and reproduction processes. Movement neighborhoods follow von Neumann136

neighborhood rules (see Figure 2d); mites are only able to move to an adjacent patch north,137

south, east, or west of their original position. The prey mites move between patches according138

to a random walk, meaning that at each time step, each mite selects an empty adjacent patch139

with uniform probability to which it moves. If no empty patch is adjacent to the mite, it140

does not move. When a predator moves at each timestep, it moves according to a biased141

random walk, prioritizing all adjacent prey patches as movement targets. If no prey patches142

are adjacent, then the predator moves to a random empty adjacent patch. If all adjacent143

patches are occupied by predators, then the predator stays in place.144

To track survival, our model assigns a certain number of life points, L predator, to each145

predator mite. Predator mites gain life points by eating prey and lose a fixed number of146

life points, L predator loss, each timestep that they go without eating. If a predator mite147

reaches 0 life points, it dies. Since prey mites have an unlimited food source and only die by148

predation, we do not track their life points.149

To simulate reproduction, each mite has a fertility counter starting at 0 points. A mite150

gains one fertility point for each timestep it is alive. Once the fertility counter for the prey151

or predator reaches the fertility threshold (either F prey or F predator, respectively), then152

if there is an empty adjacent patch, the mite can reproduce, spawning another mite on that153

empty adjacent patch. If no empty patch is available, the mite waits to reproduce until154

an empty patch becomes available. The fertility thresholds for prey and predator mites are155

different; by making predators reproduce less often, the prey hopefully have more of a chance156

to survive.157

Finally, we worked without the wooden posts at first to simulate extinction and ensure158

the model’s capability. The second spatial complexity considered by Huffaker that our model159

incorporates is the wooden posts, which give the prey mites more opportunities to escape160

predators by dispersing across the grid. Listed below are the rules governing the automata161

model.162

Table 1: Model Variables

Variable Description Units

F prey Prey fertility threshold Fertility points

F predator Predator fertility threshold Fertility points

L predator Predator initial life points Life points

L predator loss Predator life point loss rate Life points per timestep

Predators:163

1. Predators initially have L predator life points, and they gain 1 life point by eating164
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a patch of prey.165

2. When a predator moves at each timestep, they prioritize any random adjacent166

prey patch. If no prey squares are adjacent, then the predator moves to a random empty167

adjacent patch. If all adjacent patches are occupied by predators, then the predator stays168

in place.169

3. When a predator moves to a prey patch, it becomes a predator patch.170

4. If a predator goes one timestep without eating, L predator loss life points are171

subtracted.172

5. If a predator reaches or exceeds the fertility threshold of F predator fertility points,173

and only if there is an empty adjacent patch, the predator can reproduce, another predator174

patch is added adjacent to the current patch, and its fertility level is reset to zero.175

6. If the predator falls to zero life points, it dies, and the patch it was on becomes176

empty.177

Prey:178

1. Prey die by predation only.179

2. If a prey mite survives long enough to reach or exceed the fertility threshold of180

F prey fertility points, and there is an adjacent empty patch, then it reproduces, a new181

prey is added to an adjacent empty patch, and its fertility is reset to zero.182

3. When the prey move, they move to any random adjacent patch at each timestep.183

We implemented the rules and assumptions of the simplified model described in the rules184

above in Python, modifying publicly available Wa-Tor code [11]. Each run’s initial condi-185

tions consist of one prey mite on each orange (120 total) and 27 predators placed randomly186

throughout the grid; therefore, each model run is randomized and unique while reproduc-187

tion remains synchronized. Implementing reflecting boundary conditions is essential to the188

verisimilitude of our results – simulated mites may not leave the grid.189

2.3. Enhanced Dispersal. In section 3, we first describe simulation situations that190

yield extinction; Huffaker initially only recovered mutual extinction of both mite species. To191

achieve oscillations, Huffaker had to carefully adjust the system by increasing the number192

of oranges, changing the exposed area of each orange, and adding wooden posts from which193

prey mites can jump. These adjustments allowed the prey to disperse across the universe194

and escape predators that would otherwise drive them extinct. To test the impact of195

these adjustments on our model, we replicated Huffaker’s process: we increased space by196

modifying the system grid from 4 patches per orange to 9 patches per orange (Grid Design197

3), corresponding to increasing the exposed area of each orange; and we increased the198

dispersal ability of the prey mites by adding wooden posts (Grid Design 4). We simulated199

each wooden post occupying a patch on an orange (see Figure 2c) by implementing the200

following changes in our update rules for prey.201

4. Prey can move to either a random adjacent patch or a wooden post at each timestep.202

If they choose the wooden post, then the prey “jump” to another other wooden post selected203

uniformly at random.204

5. Posts are placed at positions (4, 7), (4, 16), (4, 25), (7, 4), (7, 13), (7, 22), (16, 7),205

(16, 16), (16, 25), (19, 4), (19, 13), (19, 22), (28, 7), (28, 16), (28, 25), (31, 4), (31, 13),206

and (31, 22) on the grid. Position (0, 0) is located in the southwest corner of the grid.207
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To view the implementation of the rules and grids for our cellular automaton, please see208

our simulation code included in the supplemental material.209

2.4. Parameter Space and Simulation Approach. To determine the parameter values210

for our model, we had to experiment to identify a combination of L predator, F prey, and211

F predator that robustly permitted oscillations. We first used the baseline values from the212

published Wa-Tor model [11] for these parameters in our very first test runs, noticing the213

importance of the difference in magnitudes. Then, to be more complete in our sample of214

the parameter space, we tested every possible combination of 1 and 10 (chosen due to their215

simplicity and differing orders of magnitude), with 3 positions in order for L predator, F prey,216

and F predator and with -1 predator life point loss per timestep if not eating prey.217

Using this approach resulted in 8 combinations of 1 and 10 for testing the following three218

experiments that evaluate whether the model variables together with the increased patches219

per orange and wooden posts create immediate extinction, oscillation with extinction, or220

continued oscillations. First, Experiment 1 uses Grid Design 2 with 4 patches per orange221

as our control; we expected runs to result in extinction. Then we increased the number of222

patches per orange to 9 (Grid Design 3) and ran Experiment 2 to test for oscillations. Then223

we added the wooden posts (Grid Design 4) for Experiment 3 to add further complexity the224

system. Therefore, we tested a total of 24 cases with 100 simulations per test case, resulting225

in analysis of about 2400 plots individually by sight. To evaluate the results of these tests,226

we compared each simulation’s plot with Huffaker’s three-oscillation graph; a successful run227

for our model is defined as one that produces at least 3 population peaks (like Huffaker’s228

successful result), which counts as an oscillation. See the parameter space results table (in the229

supplemental material), where oscillations are recorded according to which population went230

extinct first or not at all. We counted how many simulations with oscillations occur out of231

these 100 simulations to quantify how likely oscillations are in each situation. Each simulation232

terminates after 500 timesteps.233

From these investigations, we determined that the combination of L predator=1, F prey=1,234

and F predator=10 demonstrated more stable and likely oscillations that were the most sim-235

ilar to Huffaker’s results. Therefore, we used this combination as the foundation of our pa-236

rameter space and analyzed the results for this combination of parameter values, as detailed237

in section 3 below.238

3. Results. In accordance with the parameter space described above, Table 2 shows the239

parameters for the first 3 experiments, where we carefully adjusted the spatial arrangement240

by increasing the amount of patches per orange and adding wooden posts for increased prey241

mite movement.242

3.1. Experiment 1: 4 patches per orange. Likely predator and prey extinction. This243

experiment is represented by Grid Design 2, where each orange is divided into four patches244

(24x20 total grid) and the parameter values are as listed in Table 2. Experiment 1 is the245

model’s control case, replicating the experiment where Huffaker failed to produce oscillations.246

There are fewer patches per orange on the grid and no wooden posts. Potentially due to the247

lack of space, the probability of both populations going extinct without oscillating was an248

overwhelming 89/100. As seen in Figure 4a, the populations often go extinct very quickly.249
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Table 2: Experiment Parameters

Variable Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4
(Grid Design 2) (Grid Design 3) (Grid Design 4) (Grid Design 4)

F prey 1 1 1 2

F predator 10 10 10 20

L predator 1 1 1 2

L predator loss -1 -1 -1 -2

Only 9/100 simulations produced oscillations with extinction after at least 3 population peaks,250

and just 2/100 simulations produced continuous oscillations (see Figure 3a).251

3.2. Experiment 2: 9 patches per orange. Likely but noisy oscillations. Experiment 2252

uses Grid Design 3, where the amount of space in the grid is increased by dividing each orange253

into 9 patches instead of 4. This action increases the grid size to 36x30, giving the prey more254

spaces to evade the predators. The same parameters as Experiment 1, listed in Table 2, were255

employed. In this experiment, we found a significant increase in the occurrence of oscillating256

populations; only 25/100 of runs had both populations going extinct without oscillations, and257

75/100 featured oscillations (64/100 oscillations without extinction, 11/100 oscillations with258

eventual extinction, shown in Figure 3b). However, despite their increased probability, the259

resulting oscillations appeared noisy and inconsistent – not like Huffaker’s oscillations (see260

Figure 1b and Figure 4b).261

3.3. Experiment 3: 9 patches per orange, wooden posts. Improved shape but oscilla-262

tions likely end in extinction. Experiment 3’s features include 9 patches per orange, the same263

parameters given in Table 2, and the addition of the wooden posts, which Huffaker used to264

increase the prey mites’ dispersal ability. The posts’ inclusion led to, once again, a significant265

increase in the probability of oscillations: a 51/100 chance (46/100 chance of oscillations even-266

tually going extinct, and 5/100 chance of continued oscillations, shown in Figure 3c). Though267

the difference from the control is not as large, with this experiment it is still more likely to268

observe population oscillations than not. Pictured in Figure 4c, this experiment’s results have269

varied oscillation stability and an increased probability of extinction for both species at the270

end, but they also have less noise and more pronounced oscillations than Experiment 2. We271

hypothesized that using a multiple of the parameter ratio would help stabilize the oscillations272

and eliminate the end extinction.273

3.4. Experiment 4: 9 patches per orange, wooden posts. Best oscillation shape,274

stability, and continuation. As just mentioned, this experiment tested whether a multiple275

of the parameter ratio would stabilize the oscillations. We decided to double the parameters276

given in the previous experiments as seen in Table 2 in hopes of refining the oscillations to277

look more like Huffaker’s. This experiment resulted in an 85/100 probability of observing278

oscillations – 65/100 continuous oscillations and 20/100 oscillation with eventual extinction279

(see Figure 3d). Therefore, the chance of immediate extinction was drastically reduced to only280

15/100. By adjusting the parameters, the oscillation quality was observed to significantly281

improve. The oscillations are more consistent and pronounced, less noisy, and more likely282
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Proportion of simulations resulting in both populations extinct immediately (blue), oscil-
lation then extinction (orange), and continuous oscillations (gray) for (a) Experiment 1 Results, (b)
Experiment 2 Results, (c) Experiment 3 Results, (d) Experiment 4 Results.

to not end in extinction (see Figure 4d). In conclusion, this combination of parameters and283

spatial aspects was our best attempt at simulating Huffaker’s experiment and results.284

4. Discussion. The model’s experiments have one main conclusion: a carefully adjusted285

spatial arrangement and the disparity between the predator and prey species’ lifetime and286

reproductive parameters are together sufficient to produce population oscillations for this287
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Sample of Simulation Outcomes. (a) Experiment 1 Result. The most common outcome
of Experiment 1 is immediate extinction after one population peak. (b) Experiment 2 Result. The
oscillations occurred more often and continued longer, but they seem noisy compared to Huffaker’s
result in Figure 1b. (c) Experiment 3 Result. This experiment’s results show clearer oscillation ampli-
tude, but they are still varied and typically end in extinction for both. (d) Experiment 4 Result. The
oscillations have improved consistency and shape, and they are the most similar to Huffaker’s out of
all four experiments.

system.288

Though predator-prey oscillations are theoretically easy to produce, they are very difficult289

to achieve experimentally. Huffaker had to revise his experimental system several times to290

produce oscillations in a very complicated, particular environment. Likewise, oscillations were291

not easy to replicate in our model either. A grid representing one space per orange or four292

spaces per orange was not enough to have even a 50% chance of oscillations, since the prey293

mites could not escape the predators long enough to survive, leading to the predator species’294
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starvation. Increasing the number of patches per orange to 9 (36x30 grid) and introducing the295

wooden posts both increased the probability of oscillations to over 50%. This expansion of296

space on each orange gave the prey a higher probability of evading the predators and surviving297

longer, since there were more spaces per orange that were more likely to be unoccupied by298

predators. The prey’s extended survival in turn allowed the predators to survive since their299

food source still existed, creating the cyclical oscillation pattern. Also, the addition of the300

wooden posts to the grid contributed to the increased probability of oscillations. By jumping301

to a wooden post from which prey could move to an adjacent orange or any other wooden post302

on the grid, the wooden posts provided another opportunity for prey to escape the predators303

and increase their probability of survival. Huffaker also concluded that spatial strategies that304

give the prey a higher chance of survival are more likely to lead to oscillations. Thus, our305

model’s results support Huffaker’s conclusion that carefully adjusting space to provide prey306

more ways to survive the predators’ hunt is key when striving for predator-prey oscillations307

and align with Huffaker’s experiment which concludes the same.308

A concurrent conclusion from our model is the importance of disparity between the preda-309

tor and prey species’ lifetime and reproductive parameters. In combination with increasing310

the patches per orange and prey mite dispersal via the wooden posts, identifying the differ-311

ence (by order of magnitude of 10) between the predator and prey parameters was sufficient312

to producing oscillations. The parameter values given in Experiment 4 resulted in the most313

consistent oscillations that were also the most similar to Huffaker’s results in shape and oc-314

currence. Perhaps this disparity in parameter values can be explained by the size and food315

difference between the predator and prey mite species. The prey mites are much smaller with316

an inexhaustible food source and so require less reproductive resources, meaning a smaller317

value of F prey); meanwhile, the predators require more resources to reproduce and have to318

feed on the mites to gain them so F predator should have a higher value. As for why this dis-319

parity allows oscillations, making the predator fertility threshold higher means they reproduce320

more slowly, giving the prey mites more time to recover and increasing their chance of survival321

and further population oscillations. For future cellular automata modeling of predator-prey322

dynamics, this parameter disparity conclusion could be important to reproducing population323

oscillations.324

Thus, by varying our system’s spatial, dispersal, lifetime, and fertility parameters to favor325

the survival of the prey, our model produced oscillations that reproduce Huffaker’s results326

and mimic the oscillations of the Lotka-Volterra model. Therefore, we hypothesize that the327

careful increase in spatial complexity and other specific adjustments to ensure prey survival328

are sufficient to produce predator-prey oscillations. However, the adjustments and parameters329

will of course depend on the biological system and the species of the interacting populations.330

Our model captured Huffaker’s experiment with minor modifications that did not hinder331

us from successfully reproducing his results. The most significant modification is that our332

model does not include the space between oranges. However, we can speculate that this333

modification was not important in reproducing oscillations; perhaps since we give the prey334

more space on the oranges to escape, the predators typically stay on the oranges where the335

majority of the prey are anyways and thus are not affected by the space between oranges. We336

were not able to implement the petroleum jelly partial-barriers either, which may have slowed337

down both the prey and predators and perhaps contributed to why we have achieved some338
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continuous oscillations where Huffaker did not. We are also not entirely sure of the mites’339

reproduction processes, so we began by using Wa-Tor parameters and adapted them according340

to our model’s capabilities – they may not exactly align with Huffaker’s experiment. However,341

we achieved oscillations under the same conditions that Huffaker produced them, and we did342

not find oscillations under the conditions when Huffaker did not observe them either; we343

even found seemingly continuous oscillations. In addition, our model aligned with Huffaker’s344

initial conditions and boundary conditions. Our model and experimental method also followed345

Huffaker’s process of first finding extinction conditions then modifying the system to increase346

the patches per orange and prey mite dispersal through wooden posts to achieve oscillations.347

Therefore, our model accomplished our project’s main goal of replicating Huffaker’s results.348

5. Conclusions. Our model supports the hypothesis that allowing the prey species more349

paths to evade predators can produce predator-prey oscillations. Without the sufficiently350

increased space on each orange and added wooden posts, both populations quickly go extinct351

in our model. Our concurrent hypothesis is that disparity in the fertility and life parameters352

between prey and predator are important to reproducing oscillations as well, because they353

provide another way to increase the chance of the mite’s survival. In the future, our model354

could be used to investigate how the space and life parameters affect the amplitude and355

frequency of oscillations. Such follow-up investigations may include answering how increasing356

the factor of the parameter values given in Table 2 affects the shape of oscillations and how357

space affects the frequency and magnitude of the oscillation peaks. Future directions may358

also include exploring the probability of extinction, examining the time until extinction, and359

automating the classification of simulations as “oscillating” or not.360

Our conclusions show the potential for more research exploring predator-prey interactions361

across space and discovering new perspectives on past predator-prey models. Since most362

previous mathematical predator-prey models do not account for spatial complexities, these363

models should be re-investigated to more thoroughly understand the coexistence of predator364

and prey species and the conditions needed for them to survive together. After all, the365

classical lynx and hare oscillation example from the 1800s is flawed: the populations were366

recorded across different regions of Canada, and sometimes the changes in lynx population367

preceded those of the hare [7]. The Lotka-Volterra model neglects the importance of spatial368

complexity in allowing population oscillations [3]. Our model and simulation results join369

Huffaker’s experimental observations in calling for spatial considerations to be more widely370

applied to study predator-prey population dynamics.371
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